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preface
The science of meteorology and its applications have made significant progress in
recent times. The considerable technological advances in the areas of surface and spacebased obSeNing systems, meteorological and computer sciences and techniques
(particularly in operational meteorological prediction models) and in telecommunications,
have contributed to increases in the value and the variety of the meteorological
information available to public and private users.
In some countries a non-governmental commercial meteorological sector has been
expanded to take advantage of the growing and profitable demand for applied
meteorological seNices and products. Recently some NMHSs also initiated commercial
activities, in addition to providing traditional government-fUnded seNices in an attempt
to improve seNices through increased competitiveness and attention to marketing
principles. These activities will continue at an even greater pace.
Training is a very important means of dealing with such profound changes
effectively. Accordingly, the Twelfth world Meteorological Congress (Geneva, June 1995)
expressed the wish to have a training publication prepared on the subject of marketing of
meteorological information and products. .
The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMIl kindly offered an English
version of its training module on marketing, authored by Mr A.F.W.M. van vessem and
addressed to KNMI's staff, for the benefit of the meteorological community at large. We
are presenting this module in this Technical Document of the Education and Training
programme.
we are confident that thiS training module will help Members to familiarize their
staff in basic marketing and a commercial approach for the provision of meteorological
produet5 and seNices to customers. Those Members who wish thiS mOdule to be presented
in their own training institutions by KNMI instructors can contact Mr W. van Vessem or
Mr C. Floor at the KNMI.
The support provided by the KNMI and in particular its Director-in-Chief,
Dr H.M. Fijnaut, is greatly appreciated.
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Chapter

1
Market structure and market developments

Before dealing with the marketing issues faced by KNMI, we should fIrst take a
broader look at the sector as a whole. Right now you could say: "It's hard enough
developing your own commercial business policy, so why do we have to get involved
in the total market?" But it will soon become dear that a basic insight into the
overall market is an absolute prerequisite for developing a well-founded marketing
plan for KNMI. After all, it's pointless if you try to go against general market
developments with your own commercial activities. If you want to get ahead on your
own "business bike", yoti have to know which direction the wind is blowing...!!
Charting the opportunities and threats within the total market is vital to ensure
healthy long-term results for KNMI. Moreover, there's a highly practical reason for
keeping the overview. The customer sets great store by good and complete
information. When you show your know-how and vision in the fIeld it engenders a
sense of trust during your information and sales talks. This trust is vital for
overcoming any "sales resistance"! So study your trade journals carefully, even if the
subject is not directly linked to your daily work.
The trade journals are increasingly referring to "market-driven thinking and action"
as a means to reinforce one's competitive position (and therefore the position of
KNMI). This means that we have to broaden our horizons beyond our immediate
market.
Assignment 1

How informed are you about the "position ofKNMI" within the relevant area of
operations? What do you know, what more would you like to know, and why?
DefIne at least three criteria for determining this position.
Assignment 2

Our own corporate culture encourages us to think in terms of "sales", "turnover"
etc. These are very important terms when it comes to managing the cost price.
But two-thirds of all European customers are prepared to pay more if the quality of
the products can be improved.- So actually, market-driven production means "not
more at lower prices, but better at higher prices". Can you say whether attention is
given to market-driven thinking within KNMI?
If so, how is this expressed?
Conclusion

The weather market is a complex system. Moreover, there are many aspects on
which KNMI, as individual organization, has no influence. But it exactly these
factors which are so significant in the long term. The "external factors"
(non-influenceable) are therefore vital for the determination of the commercial
course we should steer. When selecting the commercial policy you need to follow
the market opportunities and avoid the threats - or use the latter skilfully so as to
transform precisely these elements into a competitive lead.
Assignment 3

The following table lists the more important external factors. You can add other
factors if they seem relevant to you. Indicate per factor what developments you
expect over the next 2 years. Use these symbols:
"+" (= increase; possibly "++" for a strong increase)
"0" (= stable) or
"-" (= reduction; possibly"··" for a strong reduction)

••••
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In the last column indicate whether the factor represents an opportunity (increased
@sales) or a threat (reduced @sales) for the KNMI product/service.
External factors

opportunity

number of customers
number of suppliers
size of suppliers
training level of customers
computer use
result-orientation of customers
general tendency to
specialization

••••
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threat

Chapter

2
Why marketing, and what does it entail?
Before dealing with the question as to what the MARKETING discipline involves,
we'll first examine the background factors which led to the rise of MARKETING.
Generally speaking. until the end of the flfties society was characterized by an
"economy of shortage". In other words. the demand for goods and services was
greater than the supply. Every supplier had a stable market position and ifhe sold a
reasonably acceptable product he didn't need to worry about making a profitable
sale. After 1960 the market situation changed rapidly; for some sectors the change
came fast (e.g. grocery retail), for others more slowly (e.g. the weather market).
Instead of an "economy of shortage" we are now living in an "economy ofsurplus".
Conclusion:
It is no longer the "manufacture" which is the focus of business, but now, more
than ever. the profitable sale of the product.
The discipline of marketing arose to solve the problems of sale. Sales problems are
present in our trade as well. Our competitors are offering a similar range of
products. So KNMI has no automatic advantage with the customers.
2.1. The marketing principle (marketing concept)
The basic principle of MARKETING is very simple. Which doesn't mean that
putting it into practice is equally simple.

Marketing means "customer-oriented enterprise". You don't make production the
cornerstone of your business policy, but the wishes and needs of the customers.
Only in this way can you establish a sustainable competitive lead in a saturated
market.
The term Marketing means "to get to the market"; "marketgetting" is then
contracted to "Marketing". So adapted to our market, Marketing means:
Looking at the world through the customer's eyes, knowing the customer's
problems and circumstances as he feels and views them. Marketing is thus
something quite different to selling and advertising, although many tend to confuse
them. In fact the opposite is true; the aim of marketing is to make sales
unnecessary. In Marketing you don't so much sell products as buy customers.
SeUing means "Helping the customer to buy".
Marketing is not so much a science as a mentality. A marketer is someone who
really understands that the wishes and needs of the customer are the key to'
successful buying and sales in the long term. The product is only a means to this
end. The marketer thinks from the outside inwards, i.e. from the market to his
company, and certainly not the other way around.
So applying Marketing chiefly means practical thinking and action (= customerdriven work). Fine-sounding definitions. complex models and neat, complicated
diagrams only have a point when they can easily be applied to everyday practice•

••••
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The foundation of every marketing application is:
Theoretical knowledge
Practical experience
Customer-driven thinking
Common sense
:0

+
+
+

+

Good marketing basis

2.2. Marketing in practice
One might think that only the "field organization worker" of the company is directly
involved in marketing. as he is in direct contact with the (potential) customers.
But if a company takes marketing seriously. then every department must regard
optimum customer satisfaction as a major priority.

Mentality

Department
Field organization

optimumsupportlservice.fiilly
tailored to the expectations of the
customer.

Production

always respond to customer needs;
good service; good quality; wide range
of choice; minimum of ~takes;
prompt complaint handling; etc.

Accountancy

clear invoicing; satisfactory
information for the customer when
he requests it; etc.

Logistics

punctual delivery; a quick chat with
the customer; etc.

Telephonist

friendly; awareness of the person
behind "the customer"; etc.

Realizing market-orientation all through the organization is a long process. It is
important that top management enthusiastically advocates the MARKETING
concept and fosters an attitude among all staff which allows market-driven work to
gain its own momentum.
Assignment 4
Give examples of suppliers on the weather market who. by applying MARKETING
(customer-driven enterprise) have been able to establish a distinctive competitive

position.
Assignment 5
Describe several ways of better responding to the wishes and needs of the customer
within your concrete working situation.

••••
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Chapter 3
How does marketing work?
In Chapter 2 we examined how and why marketing arose and discussed the basic
philosophy of marketing (customer-driven enterprise). In this chapter we will explain
how marketing works.

3.1. First circle: the customer.
Bearing in mind the marketing philosophy, it is no surprise that the customer is the
central element in the plan. Marketing is a process of exchange in which the
supplier (KNMI) and the customer each play their own role. The customer is free to
choose. So the central issue in marketing is: how can we as KNMI ensure that the
customer prefers us as trading partner.
One of the fIrst problems we encounter is that "The Customer" doesn't exist. Each
customer has his own specif1c wishes and needs when it comes to buying weather
in the broadest sense of the word. This is because each customer's situation is
different; the type of company; size of company; level of training; c~st
consciousness; quality consciousness; etc. etc. This is why marketing splits up the
total market into market se~ents. Each segment consists of a group of customers
with similar wishes and needs to which the commercial policy can respond.
Segmentation compels you to gather information on the purchasing behaviour of
these different customers. With the help of this knowledge and a "strengths/
weaknesses analysis" of our company we can decide which segments should be
given our primary focus. These segments then become our "target groups". This
selection of target groups enables us to work much more effectively and efficiently.
In the field organization especially, the advantages of segmentation can payoff in
the short term. Segmentation enables priorities to be defined in business pioneering
(relation initiation) and customer monitoring/support.
Segmentation means making choices. Choosing certain target groups and devoting
more and different resources to these than to other groups. This results in greatly
improved marketing for the chosen target groups which will give us a sustainable
edge over our competitors.
Market segmentation and the subsequent choice of the right target group forxns the
core of marketing philosophy.

3.2. Second circle: the marketing instruments.
This circle points to the possibility of influencing sales in the different market
segments. In other words, the instruments available to us as suppliers to help
achieve our goals.
Here is a general description:

Product/Service:
This includes all aspects directly or indirectly related to the product itself (supply
and demand):
range
development of new products/services
quality (a very broad term)
guarantee (security)
service
etc.

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Promotion:
This instrument includes all sales-supporting activities which are not directly

person-related:
* advertising in trade journals
* participation in trade fairs
* open days. study days. excursions (as a part of "public relations")
* distribution of folders; annual reports
* sponsoring
* sales-support material
* business gifts (annual calendar)
* direct-mail
* house style
* video. slide shows
* presentations
* etc.

Place:
This involves all elements relating to supply to the customers:

*
*
*
*
*

*

place of business
ordering policy / delivery time (flexibility)
order processing
route planning. delivery procedure
availability of contact person
etc.

P~onal

sales/information:

Although sales and information are basically different activities. they are grouped
together here. If we only sell in the literal sense and don't create satisfied customers
by means of good technical and economic results through provision of information,
then we are working shortsightedly.
The most important elements comprising this instrument are:
* division of territory
* visiting frequency. choice ofrelations
* route plannjng
* organizational aspects
* level of technical know-how
* administration
* management
* acting as general conversation partner
* sales techniques
* general commercial skills
* ability to handle complaints
* ete.
N.B. This "P" comes under Promotion.

Price:
This instrument includes the following elements:

*
*
*
*

price control
discount system
leasing
etc.

Because the Marketing instruments all begin with "P" they are often referred to as
"the 5 P·s". Another frequent term is "Marketing mix". In principle each of the 5 p's
is equally important. Ifhowever, for whatever reason. one of the MARKETING mix

••••
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instruments fills a smaller section of the circle, then this will have to be
compensated by the other instruments. For instance: if in our commercial policy we
decide on extremely intensive customer support, then the high information costs
will have to be expressed in a higher price. Or to take another example: suppose we
undertake very extensive promotional activities. But this only makes sense if we
really have something to tell our customers. This means that the Product
instrument will have to contain distinctive product elements such as certain new
products, friendly and efficient service, etc.
The Marketing mix instruments are therefore dependent on each other and,
moreover, interchangeable.
The key to "commercial success" lies in applying the Marketing mix so as to create
or maintain a strong and distinctive competitive position.
3.3. 'Third circle: the external factors.
This outermost circle represents all "external factors". These are all factors which

indirectly influence sales, but which we as company are (hardly) able to influence.
The Marketing mix instruments are, so to speak, hemmed in by this outer circle.
Most of these "external factors" have already been dealt with in Chapter I. But what
is probably the most important external factor, the competitor, has not been
discussed in sufficient depth. It is extremely important to know about the
commercial policy and the market segments (target groups) of your direct
competitor in order to estimate the opportunities and threats in your sales sector.
Assignment 6

On the following pages you will find a number of important elements from the
Marketing mix. Indicate with an "X" where KNMI stands on this scale. Indicate with
an "0" how your most important competitor scores.
The table leaves space for you to make your own additions per Marketing
instrument; use this chance. You are also invited to define the target group
(customer base) of the most important competitors of your company:
'The most important competitor: .........••.••.....•

Product:
wide range
new products
quality (in the broad sense)
service
guarantee

Promotion:
advertising in trade journals
open days, study days
folders, "house magazine"
sales support material
trade fairs

Place:
availability of contact person
flexibility of delivery times

••••
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
12345678910
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2
I 2

Personal sales/information:
frequency of visits
pioneering work
level of technical know-how (quality of information)
person-related support (the same staff worker for the same customer)
range of information

Price:

general price level
flexibility of discounts
contracts
financing options

Assignment 7

*

Describe the weather market target group(s) (customer base) of our most
important competitor.

*

Describe our target group (customer base).

Assignment 8

On the basis of the analysis above. estimate the 3 most important points of attention
for a more competition-oriented commercial policy conducted by your company.

••••
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Chapter 4
Purchase behaviour regarding products and services
In order to understand how the various marketing-mix instruments can affect the
customer's willingness to purchase. we'll examine a few important aspects of this
purchase behaviour.
4.1. Why do customers buy products and services?

At first sight this looks like a stupid question. After all, customers buy
products/services, etc. because otherwise their "means of living" would quickly
vanish. But if we take a closer look at what the behavioural sciences (sociology.
psychology) have to say about the "why", then purcb:ase behaviour turns out to be
more complex. An initial explanation of purchase behaviour can be found in the
basic needs of every human being. In this context it is worth mentioning the oftquoted hierarchy of the psychologist Maslov.
Maslov distinguishes 5 categories of fundamental needs. A "higher" requirement
can only be satisfied once the preceding needs have been met.
In practice it is hard to make a sharp distinction between the various types of needs.
Just about every product that is sold can satisfy different requirements.
Before drawing a few important conclusions about the practical applicability of this
theory, we first present an example and an assignment.

Example.

Why do you buy a beefsteak?
Need:

Motive:

A.

I'm starving.

B.

I'll put it in the deep.freeze; I always like to have something
in reserve.

c.

I'm inviting my friends for" a nice meal.

D.

It'll show the new neighbours that I can afford more than
mincemeat

E.

Cooking is a hobby of mine; I enjoy spending hours in the
kitchen.

••••
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Assignment 9

Why does a customer buy a product from KNMI? Fill in the table.
A.

B.

c.

D.

E.
The practical significance of this theory boils down to 2 areas.
I.

Your information and sales talks should never be standardized. Each customer's
focus within the pyramid (A to E) will be different, and your arguments will have
to fit this!
So you'll have to ask a lot of questions in your (pioneering) talks in order to
determine the level of his fundamental needs (= purchase motives).

Assignment 10

Translate the features of your product range into purchase motives (purchase
arguments) for the customer, within the respective categories:

B.

c.

D.

2.

Dividing your market into "levels of need" is a form of market segmentation. An
example of a company operating in our market which approaches its sales
market in this way is ........

••••
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4.2. How do customers buy?
The purchase and sales process follows a particular pattern. This process comprises
5 elements:
I.
Increased awareness
2.
Interest
3. Judgement
4. Decision
5. Confirmation
Example:
I.

I read the KNMI mailing.

2.

It could be a plus point for my guests.

3.
4.
5.

I'll call the account manager and ask him to make a visit.
I want the holiday weather forecast.
Is this the right choice? I'll keep close track of the results (doubt) and consult
with my colleagues.

4.3. Who is involved in the purchase decision?
Various "parties" can be involved in the "weather" decision-making process. and can
all play a key role.
In this context we refer to the "purchasing centre" of the various purchasing roles.
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Initiator: the person who calls KNMI for a talk
Influencer: the colleague / campsite owner
Decision·maker: the owner's wife
Payer: the owner
User: the campsite guest
Gate-keeper: the owner's daughter who gathers all information and passes on
what she considers to be important.

Assignment 11
Discuss a situation where you as account manager have to deal with the various
parties in the purchasing centre. What major consequences does that have for you
in reaching a decision?

4.4 "Herd behaviour"
Although the "innovators" will be quick to buy the new product. most of their
colleague customers will doubt their wisdom.
The urge to be the first in the neighbourhood with something new generates little
respect. Experience has shown that when launching new products it is better to
concentrate on the "early adapters" (trend-setters). These are the customers with a
strong interest in technical details. scientific information and statistical test data on
the new product. This group of customers generally have a high social status and
are widely respected. They are important "opinion-leaders" who can detennine
whether the launch will be a success.
The 3 groups who will buy the new product/service after the "early adapters" can be
categorized in terms of:
increasingly less prepared to take risks
more strongly influenced by what others say and do
read fewer trade journals
older. less education
more locally oriented
lower incomes

••••
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Assignment

,~

A)

Indicate to what extent you make conscious use of the "oil·drop effect" when
launching new products.

B)

How do you obtain the addresses of the "opinion.leaders" within your work
sector?

••••
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Chapter 5
Segmentation of the market
The application of Marketing to our market means that when developing and
implementing our product range we must focus on the wishes and needs of the
customer. As we have already pointed out, "the customer" doesn't exist because
everyone has their own specific situation and corresponding individual wishes and
needs. In theory we could divide our market into as many segments as there are
customers. But obviously considerations of cost make it impossible to tailor the
business policy to the needs of individual customers. This is why Marketing works
with homogenous groups of customers with fairly similar wishes and needs. These
market segments respond in roughly the same way to the marketing mix
instruments. A particular market segment is interested in the same quality.aspects.
has similar requirements for support and information, views the price level as
important or unimportant to the same extent, etc. etc. Marketing lore states that the
business policy must be focused on one or more segments. The segments which are
consciously selected as areas of attention are defined as "target groups". This
"market specialization" is the only way of attaining a healthy turnover in the long .
term. If the marketing principle of segmentation is ignored. then our competitive
position will slowly but surely deteriorate! The advantages of applying market
segmentation can be summarized as follows:

*

Market segmentation fends offcompetitors. The customer within the selected
market segment (target group) will be much less inclined to look for other
partners. certainly when his wishes and needs are being met properly.

*

In order to define suitable target groups you first have to survey the market
properly. The staff ofKNMI will have to carefully consider their own strengths
and weaknesses in relation to the competitors. External developments on the
weather market will also have to be closely monitored in order to respond to
promising developments in time. This increased awareness creates the right
entrepreneurial mentality: a customer-driven approach. It will also be easier to
develop successful new products because they will then really answer a latent
need in that segment.

*

Information and selling can be applied much more efficiently. Segmentation
enables priorities to be set for customer monitoring and for effective
pioneering work.

*

You are better able to make a goodforecast of expected sales in the segment.
Objectives can be formulated in more detail. Account activities can be more
effectively coordinated.

Market segmentation can be carried out using various criteria. The most suitable
criteria can be determined with the following conditions for practical market
segmentation.
A

The selected segmentation criteria must throw light on the purchase behaviour
of the customer.

B.

The selected segmentation criteria must be easy to recognize and to measure.
For instance: it is much more difficult to recognize and measure whether a
customer is dissatisfied with his current partner than to establish the size of
the company.

••••
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C.

The defined market segments must be large enough to be worked profitably.
Every segment requires a certain combination of the marketing-mix
instruments. And this means a certain form of specialization which will be
expressed in higher marketing costs. So a segment must contain, as a.
minimum, enough potential customers to create a full marketing task for the
account manager.

D.

It is important to take a creative attitude to segmentation of the market. There
is little point in "running down the beaten track". If we "fish in the same
pond" as our competitors, then the "catch" is bound to be small.

5.1. Segmentation criteria
The most important segmentation criteria are listed below. Depending on the
availability of good market information and your own insights, you can make a wellfounded choice from this list or use additional criteria.

A.

Demographic

B.

Geographic

C.

Situational criteria

D.

Sensitivity to purchase behaviour ofthe marketing instruments

E.

Psychological

Obviously, the criteria quoted under 4 and 5 are harder to recognize and also harder
to measure. But it is precisely these factors which show a direct relationship to the

(potential) customer's readiness to purchase. So account managers will have to try
and gather data in just this area.
Assignment 13
A) Can you indicate how KNMI is applying (broad) segmentation at the moment?
B)

How does this segmentation fit into your current work activities?

C)

What do you hope to achieve using the possibilities quoted in the above theory?

••••
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Chapter 6
The product policy

Each of the following five chapters is devoted in more detail to one of the
marketing- mix instruments. A lot of weighty marketing books have been filled with
an analysis of all components of the marketing mix. But in our discussion of the
marketing-mix instruments we will confine ourselves to the main aspects of
importance to KNMI.
When we talk about "The Product" as marketing instrument, it is vital to consider
the essence of our products and our services.
Seen in this way, our products satisfy a particular need, fulfil a particularfunction.
In this respect we can say "it's not about what the product is, but what it does".
The customer never buys the product itself, but the advantages provided by its use.
Campsite owners offer guests a weather service by means of the holiday weather
forecast.
Looking at our products in this way not only makes it easier to choose the right
sales arguments, but also gives the term "competition" a much deeper meaning.
It enables a highly individual and specific translation of products to markets.
When working in this area it is very important to have a sound knowledge of your
own product range and what it does. To give an example: you can hold a convincing
information and sales talk backed up, if possible, with resounding research data
from the top 25% of customers, etc. This gives the customer confidence in the
visible and invisible quality aspects of our products and services.

6.1. Quality
Although we regularly talk about quality, it's crucial to define this term properly.
We can take quality to mean: the degree to which our products/services fulfil their
purpose, related to the needs of the customer. As "quality" has many dimensions,
the customer can apply a whole range of factors to judge the quality.
For marketing purposes it is important to divide the quality aspects of the products
into 2 groups: the visible and the invisible elements.
Visible:

- fax message at the campsite

Invisible:

- satisfied owner because of satisfied guests

Assignment 14

Name the major visible and invisible aspects of as many KNMI products as possible.
Assignment 15
The primary goal of information and support for customers and non-customers is to
help them understand the invisible quality elements!
In your contacts with your customers and potential customers at the moment, how
are you attempting to render the invisible quality elements "visible"?
Is there room for improvement here?
If so, how?

••••
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6.2. The product range
The range comprises the different product and service types you offer. with a
number of variations per basic type.
We often encounter a phenomenon known as the "80/20 rule". This refers to the
fact that often 80% of the turnover is generated by no more than 20% of the
products from the range. These percentages need not be taken too literally, but
mean that the large majority of the turnover comes from just a limited part of the
range. This may point to the need to shed the genuinely weak products. Weak
products demand a disproportionate share of business energy. Moreover, the
negative image can cast a shadow on the other supplied products/services.
Assignment 16
Name a product/service which you believe should be dropped from the range.
Which criteria do you apply to support your decision?
6.}o Service and guarantee
Supplying good service (i.e. services which are not directly paid for) and the
provision of guarantees (i.e. certainty, whether directly paid for or not) are being
increasingly employed as weapons in the competitive struggle. This is because it is
becoming increasingly difficult to create a distinguishing proposition with the
physical product alone: the competitor often supplies similar products with only
minor product differences.
Assignment 17
Do you feel that certain service or guarantee aspects within your work field can be
improved in order to achieve a better competitive position? If so, what suggestions
would you make?
6+ The product life cycle (P.Le.)
Products, just like people, undergo a certain life cycle: products can be born, live
and die as well. According to the P.LC. concept, successful new products pass
through a number of stages which are fairly relatively to predict. New products are
introduced, their turnover increases fairly rapidly to a certain point, after which
sales begin to fall, and fmally they are replaced in turn by other improved products.
The profit generated by the product also depends on the phase in the P.L.C.
The constantly changing developments in the weather market mean that existing
products/services will have to make way quicker and quicker for newer versions.
Each phase of the P.L.C. requires logical deployment of the marketing-mix
instruments.
Conclusions
t. The marketing resources (the 5 P's) need to be constantly adapted and modified.
If markets are dynamic then the commercial policy must be equally dynamic,
even if this sometimes makes life within KNMI rather hectic.
2.

With increasing competitive pressure, the emphasis offield work moves from
information to sales.

3. P.LC.s are becoming ever shorter. In the past, products could be used as "profitmakers" for a long period; now competitors will be quick to copy successful
products or bring their own improved versions onto the market.
4. Continual development of new products/services is crucial to the continuity of
the organization•
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Unfortunately, developing successful new products is easier said than done.
Generally speaking. we can say that the "roo good ideas" may eventually result in 5
products which can successfully go through the P.L.C.
But it is vital to the continuity of our organization that innovation remains a
constant issue. A major task of the field organization staff is to suggest possible new
services/ideas inspired by signals from the market.
Assignment 18

Do you have specific suggestions for possible successful new products or services?
If so, what are they?
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Chapter 7
The promotion policy
It will already be clear that marketing entails much more than just selling and

advertising. Which is not to say that advertising is unimportant. Every year in the
Netherlands, more than 10 billion (!) guilders is spent on advertising. In our
weather market the promotion instrument is still used on a very limited scale.
So there are still plenty of opportunities in this area for us to present ourselves
more strongly to our target groups. Advertising needs to be seen as an investment.
Increasing competitive pressure will require much more intensive use of the
promotion instrument in the near future.
In this chapter we will confine ourselves to:
advertising in trade journals
trade fairs, exhibitions, open days
direct mail

7.1. Advertising in trade journals
The general aim of advertising is to inform potential customers about KNMI and its
products, and often to convince the potential customer that our prQducts/services
are better than those of the competitor. And once we get involved in advertising,
we're soon talking about a lot of money.
So just like any other investment, it will have to be based on a specific objective.
Good advertising objectives are always formulated in terms of what you CAN
achieve. In practice, this means that advertising objectives are formulated in terms
of:
KNOWLEDGE:

the percentage of market name recognition of KNMI; the
percentage of the target group that knows a certain (new)
product.

AITITUDE:

percentage of customers that regard KNMI as a modem and
progressive company; percentage of farmers who have a
positive image of our services.

ACITON:

number of farmers who cut out and send the coupon from
the KNMI advertisement; number of farmers who get in
touch directly because of an advertisement.

If we want to assess whether advertisements have had their desired effect, we have
to make measurements. By means of regular market research we can find out
(depending on the goal), for instance, if there are changes in the percentage of
farmers who think that your company offers quality products and services. This
might seem to be purely theoretical, but there is no other way of testing whether our
precious advertising money is being well spent. In practice, however, a lot of
advertising is a question of "shooting blind".
A specific medium will have to be chosen:
De Boerderij, De Boer en Tuinder, Oogst (farming trade journals).
Several criteria must be applied to arrive at the right choice:
Reach (the number of farmers who read the trade journal)
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Coverage (how many farmers in my target group can I reach; often difficult to
estimate)
Costs
Image of the magazine (objectivity. credibility)
life (monthly, weekly or daily publication)
Flexibility (how far in advance must I supply the draft advertisement; this
determines the possibility of reacting to new developments in the agricultural
world)
Creative possibilities (only black & white, full colour, supporting colour).
Assignment 19
Which trade journal(s) do you consider most suitable for your specific situation with
KNMI. in view of the criteria you apply. Why?
.
7.'2.. Trade fairs
Every year the Dutch business community spends about 2 billion guilders on
exhibiting in various types of trade fairs. About 20% of all costs relate to stand hire.
with the other costs going on stand staffing. preparation time. attracting visitors,
information and publicity material. etc. A major argument used by most of the
companies involved in the weather market to justify the high stand costs is the fact
that fairs. exhibitions and open days are valued highly by customers and prospects.
Moreover. fairs and suchlike give the exhibitor a good opportunity to "gauge the
market" and to gather responses to new products/services. As with advertising.
precise formulation of the objectives rarely takes place. The oft·heard argument "the
competitors are doing it. so we need to as well" is an argument ofweakness. Instead
of routinely trotting off to the fair, we must ask ourselves what we want precisely to
achieve and how this fits into our overall marketing policy.
Assignment 20
.
What are the concrete objectives for KNMI's participation in a trade fair?
The effectiveness of your fair participation can easily be assessed using a few
relevant questions.

Why are you standing there?
Noting the names and addresses of potential new customers who you would
otherwise never meet. (In other words. creating a list with the details of all
interested persons. which can later be processed).
Strengthening contacts with existing customers (e.g. making appointments for
information visits).
.
Gathering market information (customers. non-customers. competitors).
Direct sales!? (Order forms within easy reach.••)

How are you standing there?
Make sure that your attitude doesn't discourage people from entering the stand ... or
frighten them off again.

Examples:

.

the guard (arms folded and a stony "no entry" expression)
the nightclub doorman (who tries to tempt visitors inside)
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the sphinx (with a frozen smile)
the "don't disturb me" look (betraying boredom)
the clan (no-one wants to disturb the stand staff's nice social get-together).

How do you go about it?
Move into action as soon as a visitor enters your stand, but...
don't be too aggressive (like a predator leaping on its prey)
don't hover around (like a detective shadowing a suspect)
when you speak to the visitor, stand so that you can look him straight
in the eye
never start with "can I help you", but use an opening sentence which
stimulates a conversation, Le. put open questions.
Who is the visitor?
Try to quickly' establish the identity of your visitor. It is important to know at the
start whether you are dealing with a potential customer, an existing customer, or
someone wasting your time (Le. staff of the competitor). If it's a new customer,
steer the conversation so that you soon know:
in which sector he is active .
what his interests are, how concrete are his buying plans.

Many existing customers visit your stand hoping to confmn their previous decision.
Give them lots of attention.

Watch out for signs offatigue
Make sure that your stand staff are just as fresh and well-groomed on the last day as
at the opening. Many customers come to the presentation twice: once for orientation
purposes, and then a second time to make the final decision. Don't disappoint them
on this second visit!
7.3. Direct mail
Direct mail is personally addressed postal advertising, possibly with a response
opportunity. Direct mail is still little-used in the weather market, despite the many
advantages. Direct mail combines the advantages of a personal approach to
customers with the advantages of mass·communication (e.g. via trade journals).
When pioneering contacts, direct mail can fonn an important opening for the first
personal talk. A personally addressed letter infonns the potential customer about a
major item in our product range (== "opener"). This awakens his curiosity. Don't
conduct a "surprise attack", when the account manager turns up at the customer's
unannounced. The modern, increasingly rational entrepreneur likes to be
approached in a serious, respectable way. He wants time to consider the offer. As a
result of this, the "starting positions" in the subsequent talk are much more clearly
defined. The absolutely vital opening phase of the information/sales talk is clear to
both parties. The chance of scoring is increased and the account manager can do his
job more efficiently. We can summarize the advantages of Direct Mail as follows:

Efficient
No other medium allows you to define your target group with such precision. The
segmentation criteria described in Chapter 5 allow you to select the addresses where
the "contact readiness" for the specific offer (opener) is estimated as highest.
Personal nature
Only the face-to-face talk is ever more personal. A message addressed to a specific
person, hidden inside an envelope, is experienced as very personal.
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Undivided attention
The reader of a Direct Mailing is not distracted by other advertisements. When the
envelope is opened. and if the contents are interesting. you have achieved an
undisturbed (and cheap) person-to-person talk.
Testing possibilities / measurability
No other medium is so suited for testing which segment of the market responds
best to a specific offer. The costs of a mailing can be accurately set off against the
extra turnover from new customers.

Assignment 21
Do you regard Direct Mail as a good support for your pioneering work? If so. why?
If not, why not?
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Chapter 8
The place policy
This marketing instrument revolves around the following question: "How do we get
the right product/service to the right place at the right time at the lowest cost?"
A number of factors need to be dealt with to achieve this objective.
These are examined in the following sections.
8.1. Route planning
A number of basic rules can be defmed for efficient route planning. Of course,
you'll often have to deviate from these in practice due to urgent calls or complaints,
customers who insist on being visited at a particular time, etc.
In principle, no previously travelled roads should be crossed.
Avoid "sharp corners" in the route as much as possible.
If you pass customers who have already been visited, this is a sign that your
route has probably been poorly planned.
Try and organize your total day's route in a circle as much as possible.
A useful method of route planning is the "outer ring method". You mark on a map
all the addresses which you want to visit that day. First you join up the outermost
points with a circle to form a closed ring. Then. one-by-one, you link the inner
points by means of the shortest possible straight lines to the outer points.
This creates a network of route possibilities which enables a fairly easy choice of the
shortest route.
Assignment 22
Suppose you live in Hilvarenbeek, a rural town. On a particular day you want to visit
8 customers in your area (territory). Determine the shortest route using the
"outer ring method". Bear in mind that poor route planning not only costs extra
miles, but above all extra journey time.
8.2. Division of territory
I. A territory must yield a complete marketing task. In the following example we'll
confine ourselves to pioneering and support visits, which can be listed in
relation to the objectives as follows:
A. Acquiring new customers
]
pioneering visits
B. Increasing turnover from "partial customers"
]
C. Retaining current "full customers"
support visits
A total inventory of the territory should give you a good idea of the A, B and C
customers. So a good division of the territory requires a certain form of
segmentation. The more refined this segmentation, the better you can estimate and
organize the marketing task. Refer back to the material in Chapter 5 in this context.
You will then need to make an estimate of the required visiting frequency per
customer group.
This is a difficult task: if the visits are too infrequent they open the door to the
competitor, if they are too frequent they can start to irritate the customer. Moreover,
the need for information and support can vary per individual customer. And in our
example the A, Band C customers can change status in the course of time. But
whatever the case, an imprecise estimate is better than no estimate at all.
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E.Y..ample: A. B and C customers in a specific ~ea

Customer category:

Number:

VISits per year:

Visit total:

A
B

5*

85 0

4

600

C

4

5200
-+
1970

* After 5 visits the situation must be clear: lost potential customer. B or C customer.
In order to estimate the number of account managers required. you need to know
the number of visits possible in a working day.
The number of visits depends on:
average duration ofvisit
average travel time (route planning)
average breaks. waiting times (make appointments!)
average time spent on administrative work.
Suppose that an average of 5 customers can be visited per day. Related to our
example. this means that 394 working days are needed for oUr territory (197 0 : 5 =
394). There are about 200 working days per year (excluding weekends. meetings.
trade fairs. sickness. etc.). Based on the objectives and segmentation in our example:
394 : 200 = 2 account managers needed.
This assumes a full·time job as account manager
2.

A territory should be a connected area. This is necessary to avoid inefficient
travel time.

3.

A territory should be composed of "economic. geographic areas". e.g. LEI
areas. This means taking into account regional "sub-cultures" and available
regional market information. Furthermore. the territories should if possible
have clearly recognizable. natural boundaries.

Assignment 23
State strengths and weaknesses in the "distribution of our products and services.
from the perspective of the wishes and needs of the customer.
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Chapter 9
Price policy

The price instrument is perhaps the least interesting of the 5 P's (marketing mix).
There are two reasons for this.
Firstly, in situations where the low price is your most important sales argument, the
customer will always fmd the price still too high or too low. Ypu can never expect a
good long-tenn relationship with the hard-core penny pinchers. So leave these
customers to your competitor! In the following assignment we'll relate the "price
sensitivity" of the customer to our turnover.
Assignment 24

Suppose-you are operating in a highly price-sensitive market. This means-that a
small price alteration leads to a disproportionate change in sales. Now let's suppose
that at a certain moment the following fonnula applies:
price (= NLG 100) X sales (= 100) = turnover (= NLG 10,000)
Circumstances force us to raise our price to NLG

lIO.

The price-sensitive market

will react sharply with a disproportionate drop in sales; let's assume these drop to

80.
How high will the new turnover be and what tendency will the profit show?
Reason what will happen to turnover and sales in a non-price-sensitive market
when the price is raised from NLG 100 to NLG lIO.
A second reason why the price instrument (low prices, many extra discounts, etc.) is
less interesting is because a low price level is basically easy to copy by our
competitors. If we want to establish a lasting and stable competitive position, then
we have to ensure enough "plus points" in the other marketing instruments: a high.
quality product or service, friendly and efficient service, quick and reliable delivery
times, expert support, etc. etc.
Marketing really means "creating a high added value". Our products and services
need to focus on the areas of: Product, Personal support and sales, Promotion and
Place. And here we need to be a clear cut above our competitors. This creates a
healthy turnover and a stable commercial basis!
This "marketing philosophy" is set out in the following chart.
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THE marketing philosophy

Product/service: - - - - - . . ,
- high quality
• wide product range
• friendly and efficient service
• etc.
Personal information/sales:
- high level
• convincing and bold
approach
- good perception and
reporting of problems

Focusing on the added value leads to
healthy turnover based on a stable
competitive position

/Price

/

/

1111

· etc.
Place:
• smooth and flexible
ordering
- quick collection service
- friendly and efficient
delivery
• etc.

\\\\
\
\
\Price

Focusing on a low price level leads to
unhealthy turnover based on a weak
competitive position

Promotion:
- positive image
• support material to make
invisible quality visible
• impressive presentation
of proof

·etc.
The application of marketing means "enhancing operations from left to right in the
chart. and certainly not the other way around".
Assignment 25

Do you see ways of making more use of market estimations when setting prices
(how will the customer react, and how will the competition react?). Give a concrete
example!
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Chapter

10
The marketing plan

Before we deal with this in detail, here are a number of important remarks which
you should take into account.
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Creating a well-thought-out marketing plan is one of the most valuable
investments you qm make. A professional application of is the most important
key to the long-term success of your enterprise.
One of the sure things about every plan is that it is never implemented 100%.
But that's no reason for not making it, because:
· It forces us to think clearly about our objectives, (what do we actually want to
achieve in the future?).
· Making the plan itself is a major activity, because we are compelled to take a
systematic look at our market. The market is the foundation of your
enterprise's success. Developing a marketing plan involves a process of
learning: we gain a deeper insight into the risks which operating in a market
entails.
· We learn to set norms which can later be assessed: what worked, what didn't
work, and why?
- Developing and implementing a plan also has a major coordinating function:
activities which may be conducted by various departments within the company
will be more consciously coordinated. "All sights will be set mthe same
direction..."
Marketing planning is essentially a creative process. There are no ready-made
solutions for important commercial problems. If two seasoned marketing
experts, working separately, were each to make a thorough marketing plan for
your territory, the approach might well differ in fundamental aspects. But the
final results of each implemented plan could still be very positive.
Don't get sidetracked by minor details; concentrate on the key factors. It's better
to have a limited plan with just a few important points than a highly detailed
and complex plan which you find hard to work with.
Support and involvement is required from all levels of the organization.
Good planning often takes a lot of time.
Common sense and a strong dose of commitment remain the foundation for
success of the plan.
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1.

The work plan

A. Marketing objectives (what should our market position be in 2 year's time?)

I

B. AnalyiS Phas:e-e----------,
Bx: external analysis

B2: internal analysis

(opportunities and threats)

(strengths and weaknesses)

· the customer
· environment
* EC policy
* the competitors
* etc.
• the consumer

- commercial policy:
* market orientation
* eturent implementation of 5 p's
• current market position
· management level
- organization level
• production technology
• corporate culture
(attitude to risk, being innovative,
flexibility, etc.)
• position with respect to competitors

C. Definition of "Search Fields"

-------~I
target groups

D. Selection of market strategy - - - - I
deployment of marketing mix

E. The marketing plan
(getting A to D onto paper)

integration and coordination with:
• personnel plan
• investment plan
.....- - - - / • production plan

F. Buying and Sales Plan

11

G. Monitoring -Implementation-Additional orders -Implementation etc.

Developing the work plan
By means of group assignments and joint discussions we will attempt to create an
individual marketing plan which is as realistic as possible.
We Will. base the work on individual territories in order to demonstrate the
development procedure of our marketing plan.
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Obviously, if the territories can be described precisely and if detailed market
information is available, then the plan will gain a much more realistic quality.
A. What are your objectives for the next two years?

The selected objectives should be realistic. The objectives which you choose at
the start may need to be modified later, as you develop the work plan further.
Marketing objectives can best be formulated in terms of turnover. I would
suggest formulating an objective in terms of a certain sales figure for new
customers within a specific period. This brings the whole issue down to one
denominator and, what's more, this type of objective creates a balanced choice of
target groups and marketing instruments.
Period: 1996 - 1998
Type(s) of product/service:
Number of new customers:
Target for extra turnover:

/year
/YEAR

Bl. The external analysis
This involves the opportunities and threats related to external market
developments. We call them external because we as company can exert no
influence on them.
Assignment 26

Indicate below the three most important opportunities and the three most important
threats on your market in the next few years.
A "threat" is ~en to mean a development outside your company which has a
negative effect on the possibilities for increased turnover. An "opportunity" is a
development with a positive effect on the possibilities for increased turnover.
Provide dear arguments for all your choices!
B2. The internal analysis

This involves the strengths and weaknesses within KNMI itself. We call them
internal because we can influence them a great deal. A clear and effective policy
can transform the weaknesses inside our organization into strengths, but this
demands a lot of time and effort.
A "strength" means a relative advantage over the competition, a "weakness"
means a relative disadvantage.
Assignment 27

The following table gives a summary of all important (commercial) points in the
internal analysis. Indicate with a cross whether your position is "strong", "average"
or "weak". Space has been left in each section for your own additions. Use this
opportunity if necessary!
Bear in mind that a strong organization is more aware of its weaknesses than its
strengths, as these are the key to making improvements.
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I.

weak

average strong

weak

average strong

Current market position

· current market share
· the development in market share
- average sales per customer
· average company size per customer
- quality of the customer base (% of regulars)
• degree of customer loyalty
- the amount of "full customers"
• influence on consumers

2.

Product

• visible quality
• invisible quality
• range (breadth/depth)
• standardization of products (consistency of range)
• service level
• type and level of guarantees

• focus on new products/services

••••
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weak

3·

Personal support and sales

-level of information/support
- intensity of information/support
- focus on pioneering work
- relations with "influencers"
- focus on complaint handling

4.

Promotion

- company image/awareness among customers
• company image/awareness among non-customers
- quality of advertisements/folders
- quality/extent of trade fair participation
• quality of sales-support material

5.

Place

- ordering procedures
- delivery time
- route planning
• territory division
- flow of goods

••••
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average strong

r
weak

6.

average strong

Price

• price level of products (price plan)
• price level of services
• standardization of price policy

7.

Management

• clarity of objectives
· quality of marketing planning
• availability of good market information
• decisiveness (fast response to new developments)
• clear definition of tasks. competencies and
responsibilities
• motivation of staff
• flexibility ofthe organization
• readiness to take risks

Assignment 28
Describe the three most important strengths and the three most important
weaknesses. Confine yourself to the direct commercial elements from the above
tables.

C. Defining the "search field" .
As we have explained, our target groups must be within the area where the market
opportunities coincide with the strengths of our organization. The "search field" is a
rather abstract term: it is the area of attention within which we must arrive. via a
"creative search process" and joint discussion. at a well·founded choice of target
group.
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The 4 possible "strategic positions"

w
e
a
k

Threat

Opportunity

weak competitive
position in a
declining market

weak competitive
position in a growth
market"

strong competitive
position in a
declining market

search field
strong competitive
position in a growth
market

s
t

r
o
n

g

Assignment 29

A. Give a description (of a general nature but as complete as possible) of the target
group which fits into our search field.

B. Our selected target group matches the 3 most important opportunities (see
previous assignment).
Opportuni~I:

,~use

Opportuni~ 2:

, because

Opportuni~ 3:

,~use

c. Our selected target group matches the 3 most important strengths of our
organization (see previous assignment).
Strength I:
, because

Strength 2:

,~use

Strength 3:

,~use
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Assignment 29

D. Segmentation and marketing mix
Complete the following table with the segmentation criteria which you have used in
your target group profile. Follow the division into the 5 categories (some categories
may remain "empty"). Then. after each of the criteria you have given. indicate the
most suitable marketing instrument from the marketing mix in view of the relevant
characteristic in your target group. Be critical and creative: you have to "speak to the
hearts" of the people in your target group.

Selected segmentation criteria:

I.

Demographic

2.

Geographic

The most suitable marketing instrument:

3. Situation-related

4. Purchase behaviour
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5. Psychological

E and F. The marketing plan
The marketing plan makes a concise summary of the factors which have led to the
choice of the marketing strategy and (= target groups(s) and accompanying
marketing mix).
The plan also makes forecasts about expected purchases + sales and allocates a
budget for the staff and resources needed for realization of the plan. All concrete
tasks and actions generated by the marketing plan can also be listed in a separate
document.
The main division of the marketing and buying + sales plan can be summarized as
follows:
I. Introduction
2. Summary
3. External analysis
4. Internal analysis
5. The search field. In other words. the general description of the target groups.
representing the "strategic options" which can be chosen. Let yourself be guided
by "the possibilities and not by the impossibilities". This means that you should
also consider completely new market segments. possible innovative
products/services and a completely "fresh" approach.
6. Definitive choice of target groups with the best corresponding marketing mix.
This includes definition of the objectives per target group in the most concrete
terms possible.
7. Organizational and implementation aspects. This moves into the field of the
buying and sales plan.
Concrete questions which need to be answered in the buying and sales plan are:
I. Who is responsible for implementation and guidance of the overall (marketing
and) buying + sales plan?
2. Which tasks must be carried out; e.g. gathering information about our target
group(s). Who will visit which addresses. when. and what are the specific
objectives for each visit?
3. Which funds are available and how can they be spent?
4. Which information will we use to evaluate progress and how will we get this
information?
A good marketing and buying + sales plan is not a weighty volume: it should
contain at the most 30 pages with hard, considered facts and objectives.
I hope you are now convinced that marketing is not exclusively reserved for
professors and academics. Applying marketing principles is mainly a question of
common sense. based on customer-driven thinking. Admittedly. developing a
marketing and sales plan is not a simple task because so many elements are
involved. Moreover. most factors are rather uncertain because complete information
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is often lacking. But I still hope that you have now been "bitten by the marketing
bug". It's the only way of building up the necessary protection against your
competitors. So I wish you plenty ofluck with the task· it's a great challenge!
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